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Abstract 
Some puzzling aspects of Bacon’s New Atlantis are explained by arguing that it is a dramatization 

of Bacon’s methodological tract, the Novum Organum. This is evident for the organization of 

Salomon's House, where the organization reflects the steps and procedures advanced in the Novum 
Organum. But I argue that the Feast of the Family and the discussion of chastity that follows is 

intended as a mythological representation of the kind of discipline that Bacon argues for in 

investigating nature, particularly in part I of the Novum Organum.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Bacon’s New Atlantis is a curious and puzzling text, filled with many curious elements: a 
lost ship out of provisions and blown off course lands in a strange and unknown island, one that is, 

despite its isolation from Europe, Christian, and knowledgeable about European languages and 
customs. There is a strange history, strange customs like the Feast of the Family, there is a Jew 
sympathetic to Christianity, there is, above all, a society called the Salomon’s House that has a 

rather central role on the island. It seems to have the form of a utopia; indeed, there are direct 
references to two famous past utopias, Plato’s Republic and Thomas More’s Utopia, the latter 
written just over a century earlier. Interpreting the New Atlantis is made more difficult by the 
circumstances of its publication. It is posthumous, published by Bacon’s literary executor, William 

Rawley. Furthermore, it appeared as the appendix to his Sylva Sylvarum, itself a rather eccentric 
work of natural history, a jumble of observations, experiments, inventions, travel stories, and even 
the occasional wonder or marvel (about which more later). And finally, it claims to be unfinished, 
ending in medias res, though not all readers believe that Bacon had intended to finish it. What does 
it all mean? 
 In Rawley’s introduction, he gives us one idea of how it is to be read. Rawley represents the 

New Atlantis as having been written to make an argument for the establishment of a scientific 
society: “This fable my Lord devised, to the end that he might exhibite therein a Modell or 
Description of a Colledge, instituted for the Interpreting of Nature and the Producing of Great and 
Marvelous Works for the Benefit of Men, Under the Name of Salomons House or the Colledge of 

the Sixe Dayes Works.”  [1] 
Indeed, the Royal Society of London, chartered in 1662 will present itself as the 

instantiation of Bacon’s House of Salomon. [2] Continuing this theme just a little further, I would 

say that it is more than just an argument for the establishment of a scientific society: it is, more 
subversively, the outline of a society in which what we now call science takes on a central role in 
society, in fact that role that the institution of religion took on in Bacon’s England.  
 This is certainly an important element of the story, but it can’t be the whole thing. The 

discussion of Salomon’s House occupies roughly half the work. But there are many other elements 
that have no apparent connection with that theme.  
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 One such element is religion. Religion plays a very large role in the New Atlantis. Much 
attention is paid to how Christianity came to the island of Bensalem, the way it was received by 

Salomon's House, who, in a way, became the guardians of religion, etc. I think that the point here is 
pretty obvious: Bacon wants to show that a kind of orthodox (Protestant) Christianity is consistent 
with the new conception of natural knowledge and the investigation of nature that he is promoting 

in his writings.  
 But there is another element that seems more puzzling still. The center-piece of the New 

Atlantis is what Bacon calls the Feast of the Family. And closely connected with that is a strange, in 

fact genuinely obsessive discussion of chastity. (As Bacon writes, Bensalem is “the Virgin of the 
World”). [3] What is the point of that? How do those themes in the New Atlantis fit?  
 My thesis is that one of the functions of the New Atlantis is as a popular presentation of 
some of the central elements of Bacon’s slightly earlier Novum Organum, the canonical statement 

of his theory of knowledge and method of investigation. I’m going to try to show that the emphasis 
on the family and on chastity is a kind of dramatization of a central theme in Bacon’s epistemology. 
I don’t want to say that this explains the whole of the work, or that it is the unique key to unlocking 

its secrets. But I do want to argue that this is at least one important feature of the work.  
 I will argue as follows. There are aspects of this thesis that are obvious and incontestable; 
one can see in the structure of the discussion of Salomon's House clear parallels with the method of 
the Novum Organum. These should be uncontroversial and I will discuss them first. Then I will 

address the Feast of the Family and the discussion of chastity that follows. I shall argue that they are 
symbolic representations of some central themes of Bacon’s epistemology in part I of the Novum 

Organum.  

 

2.  The project of Novum Organum 
 
 Let me begin with some preliminary remarks about the Novum Organum project. The 

Novum Organum comes as the second of the preliminaries of the construction of the new view of 
nature, as outlined in the Instauratio magna. [4] Together with the catalogue of the current state of 
knowledge, it is what we must do before we begin the actual construction of knowledge. Bacon 

describes the Novum Organum project as follows: “The purpose then of the second part is to 
expound the doctrine of improving and perfecting the use of reason in the investigation of things, 
and of the true helps of the intellect, so that in this way (as far as our human and mortal condition 

allows) we may raise up the intellect and fit its faculties for overcoming the dark and difficult tracts 
of nature. And this Art that I set out (which I have grown used to calling the Interpretation of 

Nature) is a kind of logic, though a great gulf separates it from ordinary logic.”[5] 
The Novum Organum itself is divided into two books. In book I he offers some general 

observations about knowledge, and a diagnosis of where we go wrong in our reasoning. It is here 
where we find the discussion of Bacon’s famous idols of the mind. In book II, apparently 
unfinished, there are directions for how we are supposed to build up the new view of the world for 

which Bacon is pressing. It is here that we find suggestions of the method he advocates following.  
 I would like to begin by looking at the method in book II. The goal of the method that 
Bacon outlines is as follows: “Now the directions concerning the Interpretation of Nature comprise 
two general departments: the first is to do with extracting and fetching up axioms from experience, 

the second with deriving and drawing down new experiments from axioms.” [6] 
 ‘Axiom’ here has a special meaning for Bacon. Axioms are rules that enable us to generate 

bodies of a particular kind. He recognizes two kinds of axioms. The first relates to bodies 

considered as collections of what he calls simple natures: “But the prescription or axiom concerning 
the transformation of bodies is of two kinds. The first looks on a body as an array of conjugation of 
simple natures; for instance, in gold this things come together: that which is yellow; that which is 
heavy up to such and such a weight; that which can be beaten or drawn out to such and such an 

extent; that which cannot become volatile, or lose mass by fire; that which can flow to such and 
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such a degree; that which can be separated or dissolved by this or that means; and so on for the rest 
of natures which come together in gold. Thus an axiom of this sort brings the matter down to the 

forms of simple natures.” [7] 
In this passage Bacon assumes that each simple nature has what he calls a form. Bacon understands 
forms as follows: “For the form of any nature is such that if it be in place the given nature 

invariably follows. Thus it is constantly present when that nature is present, and universally asserts 
it, and inheres in the whole of it. The same form is such that if it departs, the given nature infallibly 
disappears.” [8] 

While this conception of form obviously has some affinity with the Aristotelian notion, it is 
rather different. The form for Bacon indicates what we have to do to actually produce some given 
simple nature in a thing.  
 The second kind of axiom is characterized as follows: “But the second kind of axiom which 

turns of the discovery of latent process (latentis processus) does not proceed by way of simple 
natures but of concrete bodies as we find them in nature in her ordinary course – as for example, in 
the event when one happens to investigate from what beginnings, by what means and by what 

process gold or any other metal or stone is generated, starting with its first menstrual or  rudiments, 
all the way up to the finished mineral; or, in the same way, by what means plants are generated, 
starting with the first concretions of juices in the earth, or with seed, and ending up with the mater 
plant, after the whole run of motions (universa ila successione Motus) and the various and 

protracted travails of nature; or likewise of the orderly unfolding of the generation of animals, from 
conception to birth; and likewise for other bodies.” [9] 

Here we consider bodies as they are generated in nature. [10] 

Now, the full method will involve two parts, as the quotation above indicates: deriving 
axioms from experience, and deriving new experiments from axioms. Furthermore, since there are 
two different kinds of axioms, presumably the method will show us how to relate axioms to 
experience for both kinds of axioms. However, in the Novum Organum, Bacon only treats the first 

kind of axiom in any detail, and only shows us how to go from experience to the form of one 
specific simple nature. In the beginning of book II, Bacon works out in some detail how it is that we 
can use observation and experiment to derive the form of heat. When considering the text of the 

Novum Organum we must remember that it is incomplete: forms are not the only thing we want to 
find. And we must remember that the example he works out presupposes the view that bodies can 
be regarded as collections of simple natures, each of which has its own form which can be 

investigated independently of the other simple natures found in the same body. But even with these 
assumptions, Bacon’s example is instructive.  

The procedure begins with the collection of observations and experiments: “And for the 
first, we must prepare a sound and sufficient Natural and Experimental History, for this is the very 

foundation of our work.” [11] This will be the foundation of everything; it is obvious that the 
program cannot get off the ground without a serious natural history. In fact, Bacon came to think 
that the natural histories are, in a way, even more important than that method of the Novum 

Organum itself. In a text written shortly thereafter he notes: “…my Organum, even if it were 
finished, would not carry forward the Instauration of the Sciences much without Natural History, 
whereas Natural History without the Organum would advance it not a little. And so I have thought 
it better and more prudent above and before all, to engage with this.” [12] 

But in the Novum Organum itself, what we do with the observations is very much at center 
stage. What he emphasizes there is the importance of arranging the observations into tables. The 
first table that he constructs is the table of “Instances which Share in the nature of heat.” [13] That 

is, “first, for a given nature [heat, in this case], we must submit to the tribunal of the intellect all 
known instances which share that same nature, though they occur in very different materials.” [14] 
The second table is what he calls “Instances in proximity which are deprived of the nature of heat.” 
[15] In this table Bacon lists instances where heat is lacking in things and situations that correspond 

in some clear way to the things and situations in the first table. And so, for example, where in the 
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first table Bacon notes “the Sun’s rays, especially in the summer and at noon,” [16] in the second 
table he notes that “we do not find that the rays of the Moon, stars and comets are hot to the touch.” 

[17] The third table is the “Table of Degrees or Comparative Table on Heat.” [18] Here Bacon lists 
“instances in which the nature under investigation exists to a greater or lesser degree.” [19] This is a 
bit less well-defined than the other two. Here, for example, we deal with minerals which are cold to 

the touch but which contain “potential heats and susceptibility for flame” such as sulphur, naphtha, 
and rock oil, or things like water that can be heated, but which naturally cool. On the basis of the 
observations arranged into tables so that they can be compared and contrasted, Bacon draws out the 

form of heat: “Now I have grown used to calling the office and function of these three tables the 
Submission of Instances to the Tribunal of the Intellect; (Comparentiam Instantiarum as 
intellectum) and when Submission is complete, the work of Induction itself must be set in motion. 
For we must find, on Submission of every last one of the instances, a nature which is such that it is 

always present or absent when the given nature is, and increases or diminishes with it, and is (as I 
said above) a limitation of a more general nature.” [20] 

In the case in question, heat, Bacon concludes that the form of heat is a particular kind of 

motion, his “first vintage concerning the form of heat.” [21] 
 

3. New Atlantis and the Baconian method 
 

 It is not difficult to see in the discussion of Salomon's House at the end of the New Atlantis a 
reflection of the method of part II of the Novum Organum. Nor should this observation be in any 
way controversial. Salomon's House is omnipresent in the New Atlantis, from practically the 

beginning of the story to the very end. But of special interest is the account that the European 
visitors are given of Solomon's House at the very end of the book. In that passage the Father of 
Salomon's House agrees to meet with them. After an elaborate description of his entry into the city, 
the elegance of his clothes, and the like, he agrees to meet with a representative of the group, and to 

give an account of the institution. “The End of our Foundation” he tells the representative “is the 
Knowledge of Causes, and Secrett Motions of Things; And the Enlarging of the bounds of Humane 
Empire, to the Effecting of all Things possible.” [22] Then follows an elaborate description of the 

numerous places that Salomon's House has for doing its experiments and making its investigations, 
and the numerous wonderful things that they have been able to create. Observation and experiment 
is, obviously, something quite central to the work of Salomon's House. There is page after page of 

description of the caves, the laboratories, the gardens, and the marvels that the members of 
Salomon's House have been able to produce. Bacon then outlines the structure of the institution:  
 

For the seuerall Employments and Offices of our Fellowes; Wee haue Twelue that Sayle into 

Forraine Countries, vnder the Names of other Nations, (for our owne wee conceale;) Who 
bring vs the Bookes, and Abstracts, and Patternes of Experiments of all other Parts. These 
wee call Merchants of Light. 

Wee haue Three that Collect the Experiments which are in all Bookes. These wee call 
Depredatours. 
Wee haue Three that Collect the Experiments of all Mechanicall Arts; And also of Liberall 

Sciences; And also of Practises which are not Brought into Arts. These we call Mystery-

Men. 

Wee haue Three that try New Experiments, such as themselues thinke good. These wee call 
Pionersor Miners. 

Wee haue Three that Drawe the Experiments of the Former Foureinto Titles, and Tables, to 
giue the better light, for the drawing of Obseruations and Axiomes out of them. These wee 
call Compilers. 

Wee haue Three that bend themselues, Looking into the Experiments of their Fellowes, and 

cast about how todraw out of them Things of Vse, and Practise for Mans life, and 
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Knowledge as well for VVorkes, as for Plaine Demonstration of Causes, Meanes of Naturall 

Diuinations, and the easie and cleare Discouery, of the Vertuesand Parts of Bodies. These 

wee call Dowry-men or Benefactours. 

Then after diuerse Meetings and Consults of our whole Number, to consider of the former 
Labours and Collections, wee haue Three that take care, out of them, to Direct New 

Experiments, of a Higher Light, more Penetrating into Nature then the Former. These wee 
call Lamps. 

Wee haue Three others that doe Execute the Experiments so Directed, and Report them. 

These wee call Inoculatours. 

Lastly, wee haue Three that raise the former Discoueries by Experiments, into Greater 

Obseruations, Axiomes, and Aphorismes. These wee call Interpreters of Nature. [23] 
 

Now, this is the structure of an institution to carry out what we would call scientific 
research, to be sure. But at the same time, the institution is clearly structured around a particular 
conception of how it is that we are supposed to carry out such an investigation. While it doesn’t 

exactly correspond to the method of the Novum Organum, but it is very close indeed. The vast 
majority of the members of Salomon's House are involved in collecting observations and 
experiments, in some way or another. This, of course, corresponds to the importance that Bacon 
attributes to gathering natural histories. But also interesting are two groups: the ‘compilers’ and the 

‘interpreters of nature.’ These two correspond directly to the two moments of Baconian method. 
The compilers take the numerous observations and experiments that have been done, and arrange 
them into tables so that they can better be digested. And the ‘interpreters of nature’ take the tables 

that have, in this way, been formed by the compilers, and actually draw out the conclusions, 
including the axioms that are the ultimate goal of Bacon’s method. Also important are what Bacon 
calls the ‘lamps.’ The lamps take the results of the observations and experiments that have already 
been made, and draw up new experiments that are to be carried out. Bacon is certainly proposing a 

cooperative way of investigation. But there is something more going on: Salomon's House is, in a 
way, the method of the Novum Organum made concrete, with the parts and stages of the 
investigation represented by a hierarchy of people with separate tasks and functions, including the 

gathering of observations, the performing of experiments, the drawing up of tables, and the 
induction that issues in some conclusions from the information gathered.  

This correspondence between the Novum Organum and the New Atlantis is straightforward. 

But there is another more subtle and symbolic way in which Bacon’s Bensalem illustrates the 
doctrine of the Novum Organum. But to appreciate that, we need to return briefly to the Novum 

Organum and the Instauratio Magna.  
 Now, on Bacon’s view, the point of the investigation of nature is works: we want to 

understand nature so that we can control it. It is our lack of control of nature that is a sign of the fact 
that our current natural philosophy is defective: “Human knowledge and power come to the same 
thing, for ignorance of the cause puts the effect beyond reach. For nature is not conquered save by 

obeying it; and that which in thought is equivalent to a cause, is in operation equivalent to a rule.” 
[24] 

We want works, but we must be patient: if we go too quickly and just go directly for 
technological mastery of nature, we will get nothing at all. “There are and can only be two ways of 

investigating and discovering truth. The one rushes up from the sense and particulars to axioms of 
the highest generality and, from these principles and their indubitable truth, goes on to infer and 
discover middle axioms; and this is the way in current use. The other way draws axioms from the 

sense and particulars by climbing steadily and by degrees so that it reaches the ones of highest 
generality last of all; and this is the true but still untrodden way.” [25] 

Now, with his method, Bacon is certainly trying to provide the intellect with helps for it to 
unravel nature: “Neither the bare hand nor unaided intellect counts for much; for the business is 

done with instruments and aids, which are no less necessary to the intellect than to the hand. And 
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just as instruments of the hand stimulate or guide motion, so the instruments of the mind prompt or 
look out for the intellect.” [26] 

The method as outlined in the Novum Organum is the tool that will help the mind to 
interpret nature. But the point is not to allow us to go more quickly, but rather, to slow us down: 
“This we should not supply the human intellect with wings but rather with leaden weights to curb 

all jumping and flying up. Now this has never been done before, but when it has been then indeed 
we may hope for better things from the sciences.” [27] 

What we want is not just a way of investigating nature, but a way of investigating nature 

with care and discipline: Bacon is giving us the rules that we should follow. Bare enthusiasm and 
curiosity about nature is not enough: our ardor for knowledge has to be constrained and directed 
with discipline if we are to produce the works that we seek. In order to control nature, we must first 
control ourselves.  

 In the Instauratio Magna and the Novum Organum Bacon uses strongly biological imagery 
to express his view. He talks repeatedly about experiments of light, those intended to give us 
theoretical knowledge of the world, as opposed to experiments of fruit, experiments that are 

supposed to issue in works: “…at the start and for some time after I seek experiments of light not of 
fruit (lucifera Experimenta, non fructifera quaerere), following the example of the divine creation 
which, as I have said so often, on the first day brought forth light only, devoting it alone one whole 
day, without getting involved on that day with any single work of a materiate nature.” [28] 

But eventually, we do want fruit; indeed it is the fruitfulness of our interpretation that is a sign of 
that it is true: “And so just as in religion we are admonished to show our faith by works, it is best if 
we do the same with philosophy and judge it by its fruits and, if it be barren, let us regard it as 

empty –the more so instead of fruit of grape and olive it produces the thistles and thorns of 
disputation and quarreling.” [29] 

The lack of discipline results not in fruit, but in thorns and briars. In the Instauratio Magna 

Bacon appeals to another graphic image to illustrate his idea: “And as for its utility, I must openly 

declare that this wisdom, derived mainly from the Greeks, is what might be called the boyhood of 
science and, as with boys, it is all prattle and no procreation. For productive of controversies, it is 
barren in works; so that the fable of Scylla seems to catch the present condition of letters to the life 

for she had the face and countenance of a virgin but a womb begirt with barking monsters. Thus the 
sciences we are accustomed to have certain charming and plausible generalities at their disposal; 
but when they get down to particulars, as if to the procreative parts, to bring forth fruit and works, 

they give rise instead to quarrels and barking disputations; and this is where they end up, and these 
are their sole offspring.” [30] 

Fruitfulness vs. thorns, generation vs. barren wombs: these images are combined in Bacon’s 
discussion of the Feast of the Family and the discussion of chastity that follows.  

 First, let me remind you of some of the details of these passages. On one day, “two of our 
Company” were bidden to something that they called a Feast of the Family, a ceremony granted to 
“any Man, that shall liue to see thirty Persons, descended of his Body, aliue together, and all aboue 

3 yeares old.” [31] The ceremony is elaborate, but it involves multiple festivities surrounding the 
father (the Tirsan), including consultations over marital discord, with the Tirsan giving his advice, 
followed by a large dinner, where the Tirsan is served by his male children, presented with a charter 
from the king, and special hymn sung in his honor. (Where is the mother in all this? In a closed 

traverse (a gallery?) above the banquet hall, “wher shee sitteth, but is not seen.” [32] Throughout 
the ceremony, the women and men are separated.) Throughout the description of the Feast, there is 
much natural imagery. The son who is chosen to lead the ceremony is called the “Sonne of the 

Vine.” Central in the ceremony is a cluster of grapes made of gold, “in number as many as there are 
Descendents of the Family,” [33] which is presented to the son of the vine in the middle of the 
ceremony. 
 After describing the Feast of the Family, Bacon turns to the question of chastity. The 

protagonist is introduced to Joabin the Jewish merchant. He tells the Jew that “I had neuer heard of 
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a Solemnity, wherein Nature did so much preside.” [34] He continues (and this is important): “And 
because Propagation of Families, proceedeth from the Nuptiall Copulation, I desired to know of 

him, what Lawes and Customes they had concerning Marriage…” [35] 
The Jew goes on to link the Feast of the Family with both fecundity (fruitfulness) and 

chastity: “You haue Reason for to commend that excellent Institution of the Feast of the Family. 

And indeed wee haue Experience, that those Families, that are partakers of that Blessing of that 
Feast, doe flurish and prosper euer after, in an extraordinary manner. … You shall understand, that 
there is not vnder the Heauens, so chast a Nation, as this of Bensalem; Nor so free from all 

Pollution, or foulenesse. It is the Virgin of the World.” [36] 
The argument that follows is largely to show that marriage is good in good part because it 

constrains lust, and in doing so, it promotes families and children. “For Marriage is ordained a 

Remedy for unlawfull Concupiscence… Neither is it poβible, that those who have cast away so 
basely, so much of their Strength, should greatly esteeme Children, (being of the same Matter,) as 

Chast Men doe.” [37] 
 When you look at the Feast of the Family and the discussion of chastity that follows by 
itself, it can look rather strange and puzzling, disconnected from the rest of the project of the New 

Atlantis. But when we read it alongside of the discussion of method in book I of the Novum 

Organum and related texts in the Instauratio Magna, I think its meaning becomes much clearer. 
 In the Novum Organum, Bacon tells us that in in interpreting nature, we must approach it 
with discipline and method if we are to get the fruit we desire: if we don’t, all we will have is the 

prattle of young boys, all talk but no generation, or the barren womb of Scylla, thorns and briars 
rather than grapes and olives. This is the lesson of the Novum Organum. And in a symbolic way, 
this is the lesson of the Feast of the Family and the following discourse on chastity. In the New 

Atlantis, the discipline and control of self that leads to the control of nature is represented by the 

discipline and control of self that leads to fruitfulness in life, children and family; the lawful 
restraint of desire in marriage leads to fruitful multiplication, as opposed to the barren consequences 
of unbridled and undisciplined lust. In this way, the discussion of marriage and chastity is, a kind of 

graphic and dramatic representation of the epistemological lessons of the Novum Organum. 
 In reading the New Atlantis in this way, it is useful to recall some further features of the 
Novum Organum. The Novum Organum was a long and serious tract in Latin, and one suspects that 

Bacon didn’t have many hopes for a popular success. But with the New Atlantis, he could have 
hoped for a much larger readership. Written in a lively style in English, in the popular form of a 
traveler’s account of an exotic land, he could expect that it would be much more popular with 
readers than the Latin tract on method was. And, of course, he proved to be right. The New Atlantis 

was wildly popular, and often imitated in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, unlike the 
Novum Organum, which fell almost stillborn from the press.  
 In that way one can say that Bacon’s popularization, if that’s what it was, was definitely 

successful. But in another way, it was probably less so. It is an interesting question to ask whether a 
contemporary reader of the New Atlantis could have seen this connection. Probably not, particularly 
if they hadn’t read the Novum Oorganum, as most readers of the New Atlantis probably had not. 
And even if they had, it might be a connection too subtle for most readers to see. But even so, I 

think that it was clearly Bacon’s intention. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

I have been arguing that the New Atlantis is a kind of popularization of aspects of the Novum 

Organum. In saying that the New Atlantis is a popularization of aspects of the Novum Organum, I 
don’t mean to suggest that it is only that. The New Atlantis is a very rich work, with many 

dimensions. I mean only to say that the connection with the Novum Organum explains some aspects 
of that puzzling text that are otherwise difficult to understand.  
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